Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board
December 6, 2013
Memorandum
To:

Members of the Board

Robin M. Gilliam
From:
Robin M. Gilliam, Assistant Director
Through: Wendy M. Payne, Executive Director
Subject: Risk Assumed – Insurance and Guarantee Phase – Tab F 1
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MEETING OBJECTIVES
To review the impact of the FASB Exposure Draft, Proposed Accounting Standards
Update, Insurance Contracts (Topic 834) Issued June 27, 2013, on four federal
insurance/guarantee entities that primarily apply Financial Accounting Standards Board
standards (hereafter ‘FASB GAAP’) and their views on the applicability of this proposed
standard. From the staff’s research we will explore whether the “insurance contract”
definition is suitable for federal insurance programs.
We will also review next steps identified from the June 2013 Board meeting to
determine how to proceed.
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The staff prepares Board meeting materials to facilitate discussion of issues at the Board meeting. This material is
presented for discussion purposes only; it is not intended to reflect authoritative views of the FASAB or its staff.
Official positions of the FASAB are determined only after extensive due process and deliberations.
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BRIEFING MATERIAL

 Staff Memo - Staff Analysis and Board Questions – Risk Assumed: Insurance and
Guarantee Phase

 Attachments
1. FASB Slide deck –Insurance Contracts: Summary of project and proposed
Update 2
1F1F1F

2. FASAB October 18, 2013, query letter and attachments sent to federal
insurance/guarantee entities following FASB GAAP to determine the potential
impact of FASB’s insurance contracts standards June 27, 2013, exposure draft.
3. November 19, 2013, FASAB - PBGC meeting notes
4. December 03, 2013, FASB News: Insurers, Analysts Take Cautious Stance on
Insurance Proposal

 Appendices (Optional Reading for Reference)
1. Risk Assumed - Project Decision History
2. Federal Insurance Summary Factsheets for entities interviewed by FASAB
3. Fiscal Exposures – Improving Cost Recognition in the Federal Budget - GAO
Highlights GAO 14-28, October 2013

BACKGROUND
The risk assumed project is taking a broad look at all types of transactions and events
that may result in future outflows as a result of the federal government’s mission,
operations, and current or past actions. During the summer of 2012 staff held two task
force meetings on two explicit groupings of risk assumed: (1) commitments and
obligations, including contracts, grants, and treaties, and (2) insurance and guarantees.
As a result of those meetings and related research, staff recommended and the Board
approved the following three-phased approach:
Phase I: Insurance and Guarantees
Phase II: Entitlement Programs, including: national defense, security and disaster
response; and other potential effects on future outflows, such as regulatory actions,
GSE’s, etc.
Phase III: Commitments and Obligations and other risk areas

2

This is a FASB summary slide deck from a podcast in support of their June 27, 2013,Topic 834 release; it is not the
same slide deck presented by Jennifer Weiner at the FASAB April 2013 Board meeting.
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Insurance and Guarantees - Phase I:


During the April 2013 meeting, Jennifer Weiner from FASB delivered an
educational session on the FASB proposed insurance contracts standard (Topic
834).



The June 2013 meeting material provided summary factsheets on several
programs to gain a better understanding of the types of federal insurance
programs.

In developing the scope at the June 2013 meeting, it was determined that the next
steps for the Insurance and Guarantees Phase are as follows:


Develop a general definition and specific characteristics of insurance and
guarantees



Evaluate the similarities and differences between loan guarantees and federal
insurance and non-loan guarantees.
o Get a clearer understanding of the credit reform standards and how that
approach could assist in considering revisions to our current insurance
and guarantee standards.



Evaluate the potential impact of the new FASB insurance contracts proposed
standard on those federal entities that follow FASB GAAP
o Consider ways to evaluate the potential impact of the new FASB
insurance contracts proposed standard on those federal entities that follow
FASB GAAP.
o In addition, while the individual entities apply FASB, FASAB will wish to
consider any effect on the government-wide report. For example, whether
concerns regarding comparability arise and whether additional disclosures
or RSI would be needed upon consolidation.



Develop a framework for use in later phases.

MEMBER FEEDBACK
If you require additional information or wish to suggest another alternative not
considered in the staff proposal, please contact staff as soon as possible. In most
cases, staff would be able to respond to your request for information and prepare to
discuss your suggestions with the Board, as needed, in advance of the meeting. If you
have any questions or comments prior to the meeting, please contact me by telephone
at 202-512-7356 or by e-mail at gilliamr@fasab.gov with a cc to paynew@fasab.gov.
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Staff Analysis and Questions for Board Consideration on the FASAB Risk
Assumed Project: Insurance and Guarantee Phase
One of the next steps identified at the June 2013 Board meeting was to evaluate the
potential impact of the new FASB insurance contracts proposed standard on those
federal entities that follow FASB GAAP in order to consider whether :


FASB’s definition of “insurance contracts” can be used in FASAB’s development
of a general definition and specific characteristics of federal insurance and nonloan guarantees?



There will be any effect on the government-wide report in relation to consistency
and comparability and whether additional disclosures or RSI would be needed
upon consolidation.

Staff researched and/or interviewed four federal insurance/guarantee entities identified
as FASB GAAP reporters. Staff will review the impact of the FASB Exposure Draft,
Proposed Accounting Standards Update, Insurance Contracts (Topic 834) Issued June
27, 2013, on four federal insurance/guarantee entities and their views on the
applicability of this proposed standard.
The four federal insurance/guarantee FASB GAAP reporting entities are:





Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation (PBGC)
Farm Credit System Insurance Corporation (FCSIC)
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)
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Questions Asked of the Four Federal Agencies following FASB GAAP:
1. Do you currently follow FASB’s Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 944,
Financial Services – Insurance, or FASB ASC 450, Contingencies?
2. Do you believe any programs within your entity would meet FASB’s definition of
an insurance contract and therefore be within the scope of the FASB Insurance
Contracts proposal? If so, why? If not, why not?
Definition of an Insurance Contract:
834-10-55-1 An insurance contract is a contract under which one party
(the issuing entity) accepts significant 3 insurance risk 4 from another
party (the policyholder) by agreeing to compensate the policyholder 5 or
its designated beneficiary if a specified uncertain future event (the insured
event) 6 adversely affects the policyholder. 7
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3. Do you believe that your entity’s insurance product(s) has characteristics that
align with either the FASB’s proposed premium allocation approach (PAA) or
building block approach (BBA)? Please elaborate on your response.
4. What benefits or drawbacks do you see in applying the PAA and/or the BBA
measurement approach?
5. Do you have any additional comments on the recognition of your entity’s
insurance activities that would benefit FASAB in developing the federal GAAP for
risk associated with insurance?
6. If you are currently reporting under FASB 5 (ASC 450) for Contingent Liabilities,
would you consider switching to FASB’s proposed Update for Insurance
Contracts? Why, Why not?
3
FASB Exposure Draft (ED), Proposed Accounting Standards Update, Issued: June 27, 2013, page of 66, 834-10-559: Insurance risk is considered significant if, and only if, an insured event exposes an entity to a significant loss.
Existence of one scenario in which the present value of the cash flows expected to be paid by the entity can
significantly exceed the present value of the premiums and other cash inflows will be considered to satisfy the
existence of significant insurance risk.
4
FASB ED, page 29, Glossary: Insurance Risk - The risk arising from uncertainties about underwriting risk as
opposed to financial risk. Insurance risk is fortuitous; the possibility of adverse events occurring is outside the control
of the insured. Page 34, Glossary, Underwriting Risk - The risk arising from uncertainties about the amount of net
cash flows from premiums, commissions, claims, and claim settlement expenses paid under a contract.
5
FASB ED, page of 31, Glossary: Policyholder - A party that has a right to compensation under an insurance
contract if an insured event occurs. The policyholder may elect that a beneficiary receive claim or benefit payments
under the contract.
6
FASB ED, page of 29 Glossary: Insurance Event - An uncertain future event that is covered by an insurance
contract and creates insurance risk.
7
FASB ED, page 64.
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NOTE: the information presented below is the view of the federal insurance FASB
reporters or their auditors. Staff has not itself reached a conclusion regarding the
proper application of the proposed standards by these entities. Thus, staff is only
reporting on the information gathered.

Answers to Interview Questions:
1. Do you currently follow FASB’s Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 944,
Financial Services – Insurance, or FASB ASC 450, Contingencies?
Federal FASB
GAAP Entities
FDIC

Answers
FDIC follows ASC 450, Contingencies

PBGC 8

PBGC follows ASC 960, Plan Accounting – Defined Benefit Pension Plans,
not Topic 944, Insurance Contracts. However, for contingent liabilities, in
accordance with the FASB Accounting Standards Codification Section 450,
Contingencies, PBGC recognizes net claims for probable terminations
which represent PBGC’s best estimate of the losses, net of plan assets, and
the present value of expected recoveries (from sponsors and members of their
controlled group) for plans that are likely to terminate in the future.

FCSIC

FCSIC follows Codification Section 944, Financial Services - Insurance in
determining what its obligations would be in the event of a triggering event.

7F7F7F

Because it has not been probable that certain losses would occur, FCSIC has
not booked any liabilities related to insurance losses.
OPIC

OPIC follows ASC 450, Contingencies

25% of federal FASB reporters interviewed follow ASC 944, Financial Services—Insurance.
75% of federal FASB reporters interviewed follow ASC 450, Contingencies. 9
8F8F8F

8

Answers from PBGC’s 10/30/13 response letter, bolded text is for emphasis.
PBGC changes their liability reporting from ASC 450, Contingencies to ASC 960, Plan Accounting – Defined Benefit
Pension Plans, once a plan actually terminates.

9
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2. Do you believe any programs within your entity would meet FASB’s definition of an
insurance contract 10 and therefore be within the scope of the FASB Insurance
Contracts proposal? If so, why? If not, why not?
9F9F9F

Federal FASB
GAAP Entities
FDIC

Answers
GAO auditors do not think that FDIC’s program meets FASB’s definition due
to FDIC’s definition of their service:
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) is an independent
agency created by the Congress to maintain stability and public confidence
in the nation's financial system by:
 insuring deposits,
 examining and supervising financial institutions for safety and
soundness and consumer protection, and

managing receiverships. 11
10F10F

PBGC

As stated in FASB Topic/section 834-10-15-5 subsection b, the Exposure
Draft scopes out certain types of contracts, such as an employer’s assets and
liabilities under employee benefit plans (see Topic 715 retirement benefits)
and retirement benefit obligations reported by defined benefit retirement plans
(see Topic 960 on defined benefit pension plans), which PBGC administers.
PBGC properly values, accounts and discloses its financial assets and
liabilities consistent with ASC 960, Plan Accounting – Defined Benefit Pension
Plans. For this reason, we believe that PBGC is scoped out of the
implementation of the Exposure Draft on Insurance Contracts (Topic 834) as it
is currently written.

FCSIC

No, FCSIC does not think [emphasis added] that they meet the FASB
proposed definition of an insurance contract for the following reasons which
were provided by their auditor:
o While there are contracts pursuant to ASC 944, they do not appear to
meet the FASB’s “significant insurance risk” 12 criteria for the insurance
contract changes to apply.
o There are very few, if any losses, and thus it doesn’t appear this
requirement is met, qualitatively or quantitatively.
And, therefore, the ED would not apply to them.
Yes, the Political Risk Insurance meets the definition of FASB’s proposed
insurance contract definition. It would fall under the Premium Allocation
Approach.
1F1F1F

OPIC

10

11
12

See page 5 above for definition.

FDIC’s mission statement as copied from their website: http://www.fdic.gov/about/mission/.

FASB ED, page of 66, 834-10-55-9: Insurance risk is considered significant if, and only if, an insured event
exposes an entity to a significant loss. Existence of one scenario in which the present value of the cash flows
expected to be paid by the entity can significantly exceed the present value of the premiums and other cash inflow
will be considered to satisfy the existence of significant insurance risk.
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25% of federal FASB reporters interviewed believe their product meets FASB’s proposed
definition of an insurance contract.
75% of federal FASB reporters interviewed believe their product does NOT meet FASB’s
proposed definition of an insurance contract.
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3. Do you believe that your entity’s insurance product(s) has characteristics that align
with either the FASB’s proposed premium allocation approach (PAA) or building block
approach (BBA)? Please elaborate on your response.
Federal FASB
Answers
GAAP Entities
FDIC
Not Applicable re answer to Q2
PBGC
In addition to the fact pointed out in our response for question 2 (because
PBGC uses ASC 960, our accounting is scoped out of the FASB Insurance
Contracts proposal), we also believe that our accounting does not align with
PAA or BAA. ERISA 13 mandates that the value of a terminated pension plan’s
benefit liabilities be determined “on the basis of assumptions prescribed by
PBGC”, rather than the FASB’s proposed approaches as described above.
Consequently, when Congress directed in 1987 that a pension plan’s benefit
liabilities should be determined “on the basis of assumptions prescribed by
PBGC,” it ratified the existing PBGC valuation regulation which prescribes
such assumptions. As the court in the US Airways bankruptcy case found in
upholding the PBGC valuation regulation, “That regulation was already in
effect when the statute was amended to its present form, and the court must
therefore presume that Congress knew and approved of the PBGC’s general
methodology.”
12F12F12F

No for the PAA model. ERISA prescribes an annual premium. However,
ERISA requires PBGC to guarantee the defined benefit plan regardless of
payment for an indefinite period prescribed by ERISA. PBGC does not have
sufficient data to reasonably estimate or predict future terminations for
accounting purposes, so PBGC cannot recognize or disclose a loss at
contract inception.
No, for the BBA model. PBGC’s valuation model is unique pursuant to ERISA
Title IV guarantee. The premiums are not negotiated under a contractual
13

Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA)
is a federal law that sets minimum standards for pension plans in private industry. ERISA does not require any
employer to establish a pension plan. It only requires that those who establish plans must meet certain minimum
standards. The law generally does not specify how much money a participant must be paid as a benefit. ERISA
requires plans to regularly provide participants with information about the plan including information about plan
features and funding; sets minimum standards for participation, vesting, benefit accrual and funding; requires
accountability of plan fiduciaries; and gives participants the right to sue for benefits and breaches of fiduciary duty.
ERISA also guarantees payment of certain benefits through the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, a federally
chartered corporation, if a defined plan is terminated.
The Department of Labor’s (DOL) Employee Benefits Security Administration (EBSA) enforces ERISA.
http://www.dol.gov/compliance/laws/comp-erisa.htm
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3. Do you believe that your entity’s insurance product(s) has characteristics that align
with either the FASB’s proposed premium allocation approach (PAA) or building block
approach (BBA)? Please elaborate on your response.
Federal FASB
Answers
GAAP Entities
(continued from page 9) arrangement, but are provided for under Title IV of
ERISA. PBGC does not have sufficient data to calculate with any reasonable
certainty cash flows from continuing plans and underfunded liabilities for future
terminations to follow the BBA model.

FCSIC
OPIC

PBGC values its financial assets and investments at estimated fair value,
consistent with the standards for pension plans contained in the FASB
Accounting Standards Codification Section 960, Defined Benefit Pension
Plans. PBGC values its liabilities for the present value of future benefits and
present value of nonrecoverable future financial assistance using assumptions
derived from market-based annuity prices from insurance companies, as
described in PBGC’s Statement of Actuarial Opinion. As provided in ASC
960, the assumptions are “those assumptions that are inherent in the
estimated cost at the (valuation) date to obtain a contract with an insurance
company to provide participants with their accumulated plan benefits.” Also,
in accordance with ASC 960, PBGC selects assumptions for expected
retirement ages and the cost of administrative expenses in accordance with its
best estimate of anticipated experience.
Not Applicable re answer to Q2
Yes, the Political Risk Insurance aligns with the PAA, since it is not life or
annuity. It provides property liability and casualty for a term period, about a
year, but can be longer. OPIC has the option not to renew. As the insurance
term gets close to expiring, OPIC sends an election of coverage to the
policyholder. OPIC offers the policyholder three types of political risk
insurance. The policy holder can choose one, two or all three of the following:
1. Inconvertibility of currency
2. Expropriation
3. Political violence

25% of federal FASB reporters interviewed believe their insurance product has
characteristics that align FASB’s proposed premium allocation approach (PAA).
75% of federal FASB reporters interviewed believe that their insurance product does NOT
have characteristics that align with FASB’s proposed premium allocation approach (PAA).
100% of federal FASB reporters interviewed believe that their insurance product does NOT
have characteristics that align with FASB’s proposed building block approach (BBA).
December 2013 - Page 10
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4. What benefits or drawbacks do you see in applying the PAA and/or the BBA
measurement approach?
Federal FASB
GAAP Entities
FDIC
PBGC
FCSIC
OPIC

Answers
Not Applicable re answer to Q3
Neither approach fits PBGC’s hybrid business operation as described above.
Not Applicable re answer to Q3
At this time OPIC is not sure of the benefits or drawbacks. There is a lot of
research that they need to conduct before they can determine what benefits or
drawbacks would impact OPIC.
OPIC did mention that the FASB proposed insurance contracts standard
appeared to be moving in the direction of the Credit Reform Act.

100% of federal FASB reporters interviewed did NOT offer any benefits or drawbacks to
applying the PAA or BBA measurement approach.
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5. Do you have any additional comments on the recognition of your entity’s insurance
activities that would benefit FASAB in developing the federal GAAP for risk associated
with insurance?
Federal FASB
GAAP Entities
FDIC
PBGC
FCSIC
OPIC

Answers
Nothing additional to add at this point 14
Not at this time. No. FASB’s proposed Update for Insurance Contracts is not
compatible with PBGC’s financial reporting as described in our response for
Q4.
Nothing at this moment but will send along as I (FCSIC Auditor) see / think of
it.
OPIC Political Risk Insurance:
 Claims are low frequency, yet high impact
 Is self sustaining through premiums collected by investors to support
claims
 Is very unique since the events are triggered by foreign country
behavior that is difficult to actuarially model.
 OPIC Financial Statement Note 9:
Under most OPIC insurance contracts, investors may obtain all
three coverages, but claim payments may not exceed the single
highest coverage amount. Claim payments are limited by the value
of the investment and the amount of current coverage in force at
the time of the loss and may be reduced by the insured’s
recoveries from other sources. In addition, in certain contracts,
OPIC’s requirement to pay up to the single highest coverage
amount is further reduced by stop-loss and risk-sharing
agreements. Finally, losses on insurance claims may
be reduced by recoveries by OPIC as subrogee of the insured’s
claim against the host government. Payments made under
insurance contracts that result in recoverable assets are reported
as assets acquired in insurance settlements.
13F13F13F

OPIC did mention that the proposed FASB proposed insurance contracts
standard appeared to be moving in the direction of the Credit Reform Act.
25% of federal FASB reporters interviewed offered additional comments that would benefit
FASAB in developing the federal GAAP for risk associated with insurance.
75% of federal FASB reporters interviewed did NOT offer additional comments that would
benefit FASAB in developing the federal GAAP for risk associated with insurance.
14

GAO FDIC auditors working on 9/30/13 statements; if anything surfaces from later research they will
send FASAB staff an email.
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6. If you are currently reporting under FASB 5 (ASC 450) for Contingent Liabilities, would you
consider switching to FASB’s proposed Update for Insurance Contracts? Why, Why
not?
Federal FASB
GAAP Entities
FDIC
PBGC
FCSIC

Answers
GAO auditor stated that this proposed standard does not apply to FDIC.
Therefore, FDIC will not switch since ASC 450, Contingent Liabilities, is
straight forward for FDIC’s reporting.
No, FASB’s proposed Update for Insurance Contracts is not compatible with
PBGS’s financial reporting as described in our response for Q3.
FASAB additional clarification question to FCSIC: If the answer to Q2 is
NO that FCSIC does not meet the definition AND FASB adopts the proposed
insurance contract standards which will update topic 944, will FCSIC then
report under FASB Statement #5 - contingent liability?
Yes, I would expect any future liabilities to essentially be booked under a
traditional FAS 5 15 type accounting model.
14F14F14F

OPIC

At this time OPIC cannot make that determination until extensive research
is conducted. (Refer also to Answer #5)

50% of federal FASB reporters will NOT consider switching to FASB’s proposed Update for
Insurance Contracts.
25% of federal FASB reporters will consider switching from FASB ASC 944, Financial
Services—Insurance to ASC 450, Contingencies 16.
15F15F15F

25% of federal FASB reporters cannot make the determination to switch to FASB’s
proposed Update for Insurance Contracts without extensive research.

15

FASB ASC 450, Contingencies.
This change in accounting standards would result from FCSIC’s NOT meeting the proposed insurance contract
definition. They assume that if it becomes GAAP, as currently written, that they would commence to use the ASC
450, Contingencies to report these liabilities.
16
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Staff Analysis
From research and interviews of federal insurance FASB GAAP reporters, staff has
identified that:
FASB proposed definition of an insurance contract:


75% of federal insurance programs interviewed assert that they do NOT
meet this definition.

Measurement Models – Premium Allocation Approach (PAA) or Building Block Approach
(BBA):




Only 25% believe their program fits the PAA Approach
75% believe their programs do NOT fit the PAA Approach



100% believe their programs do not fit the BBA Approach

Implementation of Topic 834 – Insurance Contracts Standards:


75% would NOT switch to FASB Topic 834,
 One would move from the current Insurance Topic 944 to Topic
450, Contingencies
 Three would continue to report under Topic 450, Contingencies



25% cannot determine at this time, without more extensive research, if
implementation is appropriate

Status of FASB Insurance Contracts ED:
In addition, staff listened to the FASB insurance contracts roundtable on December 2,
2013, to track the status of FASB’s insurance contracts ED. See Attachment 4 for the
related news report.

Question: Is the FASB proposed “insurance contracts” definition
suitable to “federal insurance programs”?
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Staff Recommendation:
Staff believes it would be difficult to apply the FASB proposed “insurance contracts”
definition and instead plans to continue research to develop a definition for federal
insurance and non-loan guarantee programs.
This belief is based on the unique characteristics of federal insurance programs as
follows:
1. Federal programs that we call “insurance” programs may have regulatory
aspects which:
a. Make identification of a “contract” challenging
b. Obscure acceptance of “significant insurance risk 17” because the program
spreads the risk among the regulated entities (see Chart #1) rather than
transferring risk to the regulator (federal program) through a legally
prescribed premium.
16F16F16F

2. The federal program “policy holder” does not always identify a “designated
beneficiary.” Rather the law regulating the federal program, in its ultimate goal
to protect the U.S. economy, identifies what group of individuals they have
designated as beneficiaries. For Example:

17

See footnotes 3 and 4.
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Chart #1
Federal
Program
FDIC

Funding

Regulated Entities

Designated Beneficiaries

The...(FDIC) is the independent deposit
insurance agency created by Congress
in 1933 to maintain stability and public
confidence in the nation’s banking
system. Provisions that govern the
operation of the FDIC are generally
found in the Federal Deposit Insurance
(FDI) Act, as amended (12.U.S.C. 1811,
et seq.) The DIF is primarily funded by
deposit insurance assessments and
may borrow to meet funding needs. 18

Banks

Depositors 19

PBGC is funded by assets from
trusteed plans and premiums from plan
sponsors, not by taxpayer dollars.
Unfortunately, our premiums are set in
law 20. They’re both too inflexible — so
that some plans are unfairly paying for
the risks of others — and too low to
cover PBGC’s benefit guarantee
levels. 21
FCSIC (the Corporation) operates with
no appropriated funds. We collect
insurance premiums from each Farm
Credit System bank that issues insured
obligations. 23 These premiums and the
income from our investment portfolio
provide the funds necessary to fulfill our
mission. 24 If the Corporation does not
have sufficient funds to ensure payment
on insured obligations, System banks
will be required to make payments
under joint and several liability as
required by section 4.4(a)(2) of the
Farm Credit Act. 25

Certain employers with
defined benefit pension
plans

Employees with defined
benefit pension plans 22

Farm Credit System
cooperative lending
institutions

Investors in the Farm Credit
System (FCS) 26

18F18F18F

17F17F17F

PBGC

21F21F21F

19F19F19F

20F20F20F

FCSIC

25F25F25F

2F2F2F

23F23F23F

24F24F24F

18

FDIC, FY 2012 Annual Report, page 67-68.
Up to $250,000 per deposit.
20
See footnote #13 on ERISA.
21
PBGC, FY 2013 Annual Report, page v.
22
“Each year PBGC establishes a maximum benefit based on a formula prescribed by federal law” Quote by Mr.
Winters from PGBC meeting with FASAB staff on November 19, 2013. See attachment 3, page 23.
23
Under section 4.2(c) or (d) of the Farm Credit Act.
24
FCSIC, FT 2012 Annual Report, page 19.
25
FCSIC, FY 2012 Annual Report, page F-11
26
FSCIC 2012 Annual Report, Page 10: The…FCS is a federally chartered network of cooperative lending
institutions owned by the agriculture and rural customers it serves.
19
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NEXT STEPS
Staff Recommendation:
Staff recommends that we:


Develop a general definition and specific characteristics of federal insurance and
guarantee programs.



Evaluate the similarities and differences between loan guarantees and federal
insurance and non-loan guarantees.
o Get a clearer understanding of the credit reform standards and how that
approach could assist in considering revisions to our current insurance
and guarantee standards.



Continue to monitor the development of the FASB Insurance Contracts Standard
(Topic 824) ED to identify any significant changes that could impact the:
o Federal insurance FASB GAAP reporters, and subsequently the
o Government-wide report



Consolidation
Consistency
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Question for the Board
Is the FASB proposed “insurance contracts” definition suitable to “federal
insurance programs”?
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TAB F – Attachments
Risk Assumed:
Insurance and Guarantees

#

Attachment

Page

1

FASB Slide Deck-Insurance Contracts Summary of
Project and Proposed Update

2

2

FASAB October 18, 2013, query letter and
attachments sent to federal insurance/guarantee
entities following FASB GAAP

5

3

November 19, 2013, FASAB - PBGC meeting notes

19

4

December 03, 2013, FASB News: Insurers, Analysts
Take Cautious Stance on Insurance Proposal

23

1
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TAB F – Attachment 1:

Insurance Contracts
Summary of project and proposed Update
Larry Smith, FASB member
Jennifer Weiner, FASB senior practice fellow

11

2
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Why is the FASB issuing a Proposed
Accounting Standards Update?
 Existing U.S. GAAP guidance on accounting for insurance contracts is
comprehensive but:
 Consists of multiple models developed incrementally over time
 Has not been subject to comprehensive reconsideration by FASB before this
project
 FASB/IASB stakeholders overwhelmingly favored joint project
 Stakeholders identified several areas of improvement to long-duration models
and short-duration model
 Aspects of existing accounting models inconsistent with more recently issued
guidance and areas of diversity in practice

2

Definition of an insurance contract
•

A contract under which one party (the insurer) accepts significant insurance
risk from another party (the policyholder) by agreeing to compensate the
policyholder or its designated beneficiary if a specified uncertain future
event (the insured event) adversely affects the policyholder

•

Insurance risk can be either underwriting risk or timing risk

•

Significant insurance risk cannot exist unless there is at least 1 scenario in
which the present value of net cash outflows can exceed the present value
of cash inflows

Applies to all contracts meeting the definition
of an insurance contract regardless of type
of company issuing the contract
3

3
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Building block approach (BBA)
 Present value of unbiased, probability-weighted estimate of future cash
outflows less future cash inflows
 Cash flows include all costs directly attributable to or allocable to fulfillment of
contracts including expected value of options and guarantees
Fulfillment
cash
flows

 Discount rate reflects the characteristics of the liability
 Premium recognized as revenue over the coverage period in proportion to the
value of coverage and any other services
 Exclude from revenue and expense amounts expected to be returned to the
policyholder or its beneficiary regardless of an insured event occuring
 Recognize changes in assumptions in net income, except for changes in the
discount rate which are recognized in other comprehensive income
 Expected cash inflows greater than expected cash outflows

Margin

 Recognize as revenue as the uncertainty (the risk) in cash flows decreases
 Present acquisition costs incurred as an offset to the margin and recognize as
an expense in same pattern as margin
4

Premium allocation approach (PAA)
Receivable

 Expected future premiums within boundary of existing contract
 Adjust for time value if liability for remaining coverage is adjusted
 Contractual premiums within boundary of existing contract

Liability for
remaining
coverage
(UPR)

 Adjust for time value if contract has significant financing component unless
meet practical expedient
 Reduce for qualifying acquisition costs incurred, if not immediately expensed
 Adjust liability if portfolio of insurance contracts is onerous
 Recognize revenue for reduction in the liability for remaining coverage on
basis of passage of time or expected timing of incurred claims
 Exclude from revenue and expense amounts expected to be returned to the
policyholder or its beneficiary regardless of an insured event occuring
 Recognize expense when claim is incurred

Liability for
incurred
claims
(reserves)

 Present value of unbiased, probability-weighted estimate of future cash
outflows for claims that have been incurred
 Discounting not required if effects are immaterial or when incurred claims are
expected to be paid within one year of insured event
 Recognize changes in discount rates in other comprehensive income
5
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TAB F – Attachment 2:
#

Attachment

Page

2.A

Query Letter

6

2.B

Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
Summary of Proposed Accounting Standards
Update (proposed Update) – Insurance Contracts
(Topic 834) Issued June 27, 2013

7

2.C

FASB (Appendix A) Comparison of Existing U.S.
GAAP Guidance and Guidance on Proposed Update

9
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2.A - October 18, 2013, Query Letter to Federal Insurance
FASB Reporters:
On June 27, 2013, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) published their
proposed standards update for Insurance Contracts (Topic 834). One of FASAB’s
objectives is to evaluate the potential impact of this proposed standard, on those federal
entities that follow FASB GAAP (see attachments).
FASAB has identified your entity as following FASB GAAP. As a result, we would like to
understand the potential impact of this new FASB insurance contracts proposed
standard on FCSIC.
During our conversation, you mentioned that you did not believe that the proposed
insurance contract standard would impact FCSIC, since you do not issue insurance
contracts and are self insured. However, you said that you would review the attached
summary and below questions to see what information that you can provide us. We
also agreed to touch base on the phone to see if a meeting is still necessary. In order
to meet my Board deadline, I will need your responses back by November 1st.
Questions:
1. Are you familiar with FASB’s exposure draft on Insurance Contracts (Topic 834)
released on June 27, 2013?
2. Do you currently follow FASB’s Accounting Standards Update 2010-26 Financial
Services—Insurance (Topic 944), Accounting for Costs Associated with
Acquiring or Renewing Insurance Contracts or FASB Standard No. 5 for
Contingent Liabilities?
3. Do you believe any programs within your entity would meet FASB’s definition
(Attachment A-page 3) of an insurance contract and therefore be within the
scope of the FASB Insurance Contracts proposal? If so, why? If not, why not?
4. Do you believe that your entity’s insurance product(s) has characteristics that
align with either the FASB’s proposed premium allocation approach (PAA) or
building block approach (BBA)? Please elaborate on your response.
5. What benefits or drawbacks do you see in applying the PAA and/or the BBA
measurement approach?
6. Do you have any additional comments on the recognition of your entity’s
insurance activities that would benefit FASAB in developing the federal GAAP for
risk associated with insurance?

6
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7. If you are currently reporting under FASB 5 for Contingent Liabilities, would you
consider switching to FASB’s proposed Update for Insurance Contracts? Why,
Why not?

Also, per your spam concern, please let me know if you received this email. I
appreciate your time and look forward to working with you.
Thanks,
Robin
Robin M. Gilliam, CPA, PMP
Assistant Director, FASAB
(202) 512-7356
Disclaimer: This material is presented for discussion purposes only; it is not intended to reflect
authoritative views of the FASAB or its staff. Official positions of the FASAB are determined only
after extensive due process and deliberations.

2.B - Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
Summary of Proposed Accounting Standards Update
(proposed Update) – Insurance Contracts (Topic 834) Issued
June 27, 2013 1
Existing U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) for insurance contracts
have evolved over many years as a result of new insurance products and new contract
terms and features. Those changes have resulted in multiple models that vary based on
the nature of the insurance contract. Existing U.S. GAAP on insurance applies only to
insurance entities and not to contracts issued by noninsurance entities that contain
identical or similar economic characteristics to insurance contracts. 2
The guidance in this proposed Update would apply to all entities that issue insurance
contracts as defined in this proposed Update (including entities other than insurance
companies) or that hold reinsurance contracts... 3
Insurance Contract
A contract under which one party (the issuing entity) accepts significant insurance risk
from another party (the policyholder) by agreeing to compensate the policyholder or its
1 All the information provided in this summary was taken from the FASB, Exposure Draft, Proposed Accounting
Standards Update, Insurance Contracts (Topic 834). All future footnotes will only reference the page number and
section, where the information can be found. Note that FASAB might have adjusted the format, but not the content,
to highlight specific information.
2
Page 1, Section: Why Is the FASB Issuing This Proposed Accounting Standards Update (Update)?
3
Page 3, Section: Who Would Be Affected by the Amendments in This Proposed Update?

7
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designated beneficiary if a specified uncertain future event (the insured event) adversely
affects the policyholder. 4
The guidance establishes a principle that classifies insurance contracts under one of
two measurement models, referred to as the building block approach (for most life,
annuity, and long-term health contracts) and the premium allocation approach (for
most property, liability, and short-term health contracts). 5
The guidance in this proposed Update would require an entity to apply one of two
models on the basis of characteristics of the insurance contracts.
1. The premium allocation approach would be applied if:
• the coverage period of an insurance contract is one year or less, or,
• at contract inception if it is unlikely that during the period before a claim is
incurred there will be significant variability in the expected value of the net
cash flows required to fulfill the contract.
2. The building block approach would be applied to all other contracts. 6

4

Page 28, Section: FASB Definition in Glossary
Page 242, Section: Background, Information, Basis for Conclusions and Alternative Views, Introduction
6
Page 3, Section: What Are the Main Provisions?
5
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TAB F – Attachment 3:
Notes from November 19, 2013, Meeting with PBGC
Participants:
Marty Boehm, Director, Contracts and Controls Review Department (CCRD), PBGC
Gowon Thorpe, Auditor, CCRD, PBGC
Ted Winter, Director, Financial Operations Department (FOD), PBGC
Ray Bryant, Team Leader, Corporate Financial Policies and Procedures Group
(CFPPG), FOD, PBGC
Mary Sasscer, Accountant, CFPPG, FOD, PBGC
Wendy Payne, Executive Director, FASAB
Robin Gilliam, Assistant Director, FASAB
Monica Valentine, Assistant Director, FASAB
Background:
The Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB) is currently undertaking
the research for developing standards for the risk assumed project – insurance and
guarantee phase I. As part of our research we are reaching out to the federal
insurance and guarantee entities that are Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASB) reporters to understand the impact, if any, of the proposed FASB Insurance
Contracts Standards (Topic 834) Exposure Draft (ED) issued on June 27, 2013.
On October 18th, 2013, FASAB sent an email to PBGC requesting a meeting with a list
of seven discussion questions. On October 30th, 2013, PBGC returned the following
email responses 7:

7

Answers are captured in the Staff Analysis section of the TAB F Memo
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Discussion:
Ms. Gilliam opened the meeting with introductions and requested a brief summary of
PBGC’s programs and what is guaranteed.
Mr. Winter explained that PBGC is responsible to carry out Title IV of the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) signed into law in 1974. ERISA Title IV
describes exactly what is guaranteed for the single and multiemployer plan insurance
programs. Each year PBGC establishes a maximum benefit based on a formula
prescribed by federal law.
Mr. Boehm also provided the following information:
Pointed FASAB to a recent press release that, beginning 2014, increases “the
maximum yearly guarantee for a 65-year-old retiree to almost $59,320 – a 3.2%
increase from the $57,500 rate in 2013. 8”
Mr. Bryant noted:
• Premium rates: this is not bargained for in a contract. The benefit amount is
unrelated to the premium rates. Congress approves premium rates. Even if the
PBGC does not receive payment, the benefit is paid if the plan is an eligible
defined benefit plan.
• Not true underwriting as it is not a bargained for transaction, simply a
legislatively mandated benefit.
Ms. Payne asked for confirmation that ERISA does not apply to state and local
governments.
PBGC said no, ERISA Title IV applies solely to private sector defined benefit plans.
Ms. Gilliam asked if PBGC received any appropriations to fund their programs, salaries
and expenses.
PBGC said no, all funding came from sponsor premiums.
Ms. Gilliam turned the discussion to the specific questions concerning FASB’s proposed
insurance contract standard (Topic 834), specifically why PBGC does not believe they
meet the FASB proposed definition. Specifically reading: “A contract under which one
party (the insurer) accepts significant insurance risk from another party (the
policyholder) by agreeing to compensate the policyholder or its designated beneficiary if
a specified uncertain future event (the insured event) adversely affects the
policyholder,” stating that in her view PBGC could possibly fit into this definition. PBGC
disagreed with that assessment because PBGC is “scoped-out” of the FASB definition
of an insurance contract in the ED, i.e., PBGC does not issue bona fide “bargained for”

8

November 6, 2013, PGBC press release: http://www.pbgc.gov/about/who-we-are/retirementmatters/post/2013/11/06/PBGCs-Yearly-Max-Jumps-in-2014.aspx
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insurance contracts where the level of insurance premiums equates to a given
insurance benefit.
Mr. Bryant further noted that there was no reason to analyze the FASB definition of an
insurance contract since PBGC was exempt from following the standard as stated in
FASB Topic/section 834-10-15-5 subsection b, “the Exposure Draft scopes out certain
types of contracts, such as an "employer's assets and liabilities under employee benefit
plans (see Topic 715 retirement benefits) and retirement benefit obligations reported by
defined benefit retirement plans (see Topic 960 on defined benefit pension plans)",
which PBGC administers. PBGC properly values, accounts and discloses its financial
assets and liabilities consistent with ASC 960, Plan Accounting - Defined Benefit
Pension Plans. For this reason, we believe that PBGC is scoped out of the
implementation of the Exposure Draft on Insurance Contracts (Topic 834) as it is
currently written. 9”
Mr. Winter noted: PBGC has long maintained that it has a very unique hybrid business
model that draws upon a wide range of accounting guidance typically associated with
defined benefit pension plans (e.g., ASC section 960) and financial services investment companies (e.g., ASC 946). PBGC further explained that this unique
business model view has been accepted by its three different external auditors over the
21 consecutive years of an “unqualified” unmodified audit opinion on its financial
statements and related footnotes. These auditors include GAO who performed the audit
the first several years of this time span, followed by PriceWaterhouseCoopers for an
extended period, and most recently by CliftonLarsonAllen.
Ms. Gilliam asked at what point does PBGC report plans as a liability using FASB
Accounting Standards Codification (ACS) 450, Contingencies.
Mr. Winter explained that there are 10 or so different elements/criteria that determine if
a plan is to be classified as a probable and that they are described in detail in PBGC’s
Note 2, Significant Accounting Policies, Present Value of Future Benefits (see page 63
of Fiscal Year 2013 Annual Report). Likewise he also noted that the reasonably
possible exposure estimate for both insurance programs are described in Note 1,
Organization and Purpose, Single-Employer (annual estimate of total underfunding) and
Multiemployer (annual estimate of multiemployer plans that may require financial
assistance) Program Exposure (see page 58 of Fiscal Year 2013 Annual Report).
PBGC has reported probables and reasonably possibles under the FASB ASC 450,
Contingencies (as well as predecessor FAS 5), beginning with the GAO’s first
unqualified audit opinion for PBGC 21 years ago.
Ms. Gilliam asked when a plan would move to reporting under the FASB ASC 960, Plan
Accounting—Defined Benefit Pension Plans?

9

Verbatim from original response from October 30, 2013, PBGC letter (see page 2 above).
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Mr. Winter/Mr. Bryant answered that PBGC would value financial assets at estimated
fair value, consistent with the standards for pension plans contained in FASB ASC 960.
Also, pursuant to FASB ASC 960, PBGC values its liabilities for the present value of
future benefits and present value of nonrecoverable future financial assistance using
assumptions derived from market-based (fair value) annuity prices from insurance
companies, as described in PBGC’s Fiscal Year 2013 Annual Report, Statement of
Actuarial Opinion.
Ms. Gilliam asked if the valuation can change from the ASC 450 to the ASC 960
reporting.
Mr. Winter answered that yes, the valuation at the date of plan termination can change
due to new information available at the time of the termination that did not exist in prior
valuations. Changes in the plan assets, estimated recoveries or present value of future
benefits will either increase or decrease the Losses from completed and probable
terminations for each new Fiscal Year.
Mr. Winter added that PBGC typically takes a more conservative, i.e., more of a
solvency assessment utilizing typically lower interest factors, than an ongoing plan
where the focus is much different and typically relies upon more optimistic, i.e., higher
discount factors than those relied on by PBGC. Consequently, the valuations of an
ongoing plan can be much different than the solvency based valuations performed by
PBGC at the subsequent date of plan termination.
Ms. Payne asked that, if at the point of plan termination, does PBGC become the plan
manager, and Ms. Gilliam made the related statement that PBGC could be viewed as
the plan trustee. Mr. Winter/Mr. Bryant explained that PBGC’s unique business model
does not fall within a single category or role. Rather, PBGC acts as the guarantor of the
legislatively guaranteed benefits. And, that there can be long intervals of time, typically
several years, between reasonably possible plans becoming probable, probable plans
becoming terminated and terminated plans becoming trusteed. Further, insolvent
multiemployer plans receive financial assistance loans per ERISA and are not trusteed
(except for 10 small multiemployer plans that were trusteed in the early 1980s and not
since).
Ms. Payne/Ms. Gilliam said that they noticed in working with the federal insurance
FASB Reporters that CliftonLarsonAllen was the auditor for most of them. While
FASAB realizes that CliftonLarsonAllen will probably not disclose any specific
information about their clients, did PBGC mind FASAB reaching out to them; and, do
they know who their expert on insurance is?
Mr. Winter said that PBGC does not know who the CliftonLarsonAllen “insurance
expert” is and suggested that FASAB should reach out directly to CliftonLarsonAllen,
under contract with the Office of Inspector General.
Ms. Gilliam thanked everyone for meeting with FASAB and closed the meeting.
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TAB F – Attachment 4:
December 3, 2013, FASB News: Insurers, Analysts
Take Cautious Stance on Insurance Proposal

Tuesday, December 03, 2013
Volume 7, No. 233
ISSN 1935-9721

Today's News

FASB News
Insurers, Analysts Take Cautious Stance on Insurance Proposal
Topic(s): FASB, IASB, Specialized Industries, GAAP, Disclosure, Regulated Industries, IFRS, Financial
Reporting, Corporate Governance

Summary: The FASB's insurance accounting project aims to shed light on the liabilities of a
complex industry. At a public roundtable, many preparers, analysts, and auditors said the
proposed changes for life insurers won't simplify their accounting but instead introduce too
much volatility to their financial statements.
Life insurers, auditors, and some securities analysts on December 2, 2013, expressed
concerns about the FASB's plan to overhaul accounting for insurance liabilities, saying the
plan was too complex and would introduce false volatility to insurer financial statements.
The participants in a roundtable at the FASB's headquarters in Norwalk, CT, agreed that
accounting for insurance contracts needed a change, but questioned the path the FASB
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chose with the June release of Proposed Accounting Standards Update (ASU) No. 2013-290,
Insurance Contracts (Topic 834.)
The proposal attempts to address a long-running criticism that analyzing insurer liabilities is
like looking at a “black box.” Low interest rates that have slashed returns on insurers'
investments and market volatility have heightened the calls for reforming how insurers
record liabilities—the payments they expect to make to customers.
The FASB plan calls on insurers to make updated assumptions about their liabilities every
reporting period and report the effects of those changes in their income statements.
Insurers would be required to assess the time value of money, meaning companies must
use a common financial calculation called discounting, which helps assess the value of
future payouts in current dollars. To ensure that their calculations are correct, the insurers
would update the discount rate every period.
Many insurers, particularly life insurance companies, have expressed concerns about the
volatility this would introduce to their financial statements, with up-and-down swings
needlessly turning off investors.
Much of the debate at the roundtable focused on this potential volatility.
“What this proposal would do is actually go too far and give us too many short-term
updates from an analyst perspective, making analyzing insurance companies far more
difficult,” said Alex Obaza, a credit analyst at T. Rowe Price Trust Co.
Angie Sanders, senior vice president and controller at Principal Financial Group, said the
proposal would introduce too much noise in insurer financial statements.
“Some folks would criticize current GAAP because it's not sensitive enough,” Sanders said.
“But what we’re doing with this new model is making it too sensitive.”
Alan Zimmerman, global financial research coordinator at Macquarie Securities, was one of
the few people to voice support about the proposal's most controversial requirements,
saying that he believed the changes capture the way insurers make money.
“I'm not uncomfortable with volatility,” he said. “I actually think the volatility reflects the
underlying economics.”
24
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U.S. GAAP has had several different insurance accounting standards in place for decades.
The standards have been developed over the years to deal with new types of insurance
products, and the introduction of each standard has introduced a new accounting method.
The FASB's proposal whittles down the accounting methods to two—one for long-term
contracts such as life insurance and another for short-term contracts such as theft and
automobile policies.
In addition to discounting, the roundtable also covered the proposed standard's disclosure
requirements and the transition to its adoption. Some companies and analysts expressed
concerns about the volume of disclosures the proposal asks for.
“I'm sure there's some valuable information in there, but... you’re just going to kill analysts
with the amount of paperwork we have to deal with,” Obaza said.
On transition, the FASB requires businesses to restate past financial results using the new,
proposed accounting, in what is called retrospective adoption. Investors usually favor this
method because it allows them the ability to accurately compare current and past financial
performance. Companies usually say this method will take significant time and effort.
As expected, analysts and businesses expressed different views at the roundtable.
“This is by far the most important part of the whole new model because how a company
sets transition is going to affect earnings for a decade,” Zimmerman said.
Yves Pinkowitz, president of Pacific Life Insurance Co., said he believed his company would
spend $10 million to make the transition to the new standard because it would need to hire
new employees and engage with its auditors more often.
Although international convergence wasn't on the discussion agenda, many participants said
they wanted the FASB to converge with the IASB, which has proposed a separate standard
for insurance contracts. The two boards had been working together until 2012, when they
decided that they were too far apart to come up with a joint standard.
If the FASB can't converge with the IASB, it should pursue limited improvements to U.S.
GAAP instead of forging ahead with an overhaul that does not please everyone, said Michael
Monahan, senior director of accounting policy at the American Council of Life Insurers.
25
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“If the boards are not going to converge, especially in the U.S., you're going to see a lot of
pressure on targeted improvements,” Monahan said.
As for next steps, the FASB's research team said it was continuing to conduct field tests on
the proposal, and it planned to begin the next round of discussions for the project in
January.
Document Header:
Checkpoint Contents
Accounting, Audit & Corporate Finance Library
News/Current Awareness
Accounting & Compliance Alert (WG&L)
Public Company Financial Management Update
2013
December 2013
December 03, 2013
Today's News
FASB News
Insurers, Analysts Take Cautious Stance on Insurance Proposal (December 3, 2013)
© 2013 Thomson Reuters/RIA. All rights reserved.
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TAB F - Appendix 1:
Risk Assumed - Project Decision History
June 2013:
1. The Board agreed with staff’s recommendation to ask the four federal entities
identified to respond to specific questions on FASB’s insurance contracts
proposal. Staff would use those responses to identify application concerns that
would be unique to a federal entity.
2. The Board agreed to further narrow the scope to federal insurance and
guarantee programs rather than contracts to support the structure of the
federal environment and president’s budget.
February 2013:
The risk assumed project will be addressed in a phased approach:
•
•
•

Phase I: Insurance and Guarantees
Phase II: Entitlement Programs, including: national defense, security and
disaster response; and other potential effects on future outflows, such as
regulatory actions, GSE’s, etc.
Phase III: Commitments and Obligations and other risk areas

2
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TAB F – Appendix 2:
Federal Insurance Summary Factsheets1

Federal Insurance FASB GAAP Reporter

Page

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)

4

Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation (PBGC)

10

Farm Credit System Insurance Corporation (FCSIC)

19

Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)

31

1

Federal Insurance Summary Factsheets for 2012 financial statements were provided previously for the
June 2013 – TAB A Meeting attachments. The PGBC factsheet has been updated with their 2013
Financial Statements which were just issued.
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DEPOSIT INSURANCE FUND
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
WWW.FDIC.GOV

BRIEF SUMM ARY O F PROGR AM
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) is the independent deposit insurance
agency created by Congress in 1933 to maintain stability and public confidence in the nation’s
banking system. Provisions that govern the operations of the FDIC are generally found in the
Federal Deposit Insurance (FDI) Act, as amended (12 U.S.C. 1811, et seq). In carrying out the
purposes of the FDI Act, the FDIC, as administrator of the Deposit Insurance Fund (DIF),
insures the deposits of banks and savings associations (insured depository institutions).
“Deposit insurance is essentially about making people feel secure about putting
their money into financial institutions.” – 2011 FDIC Annual Report
FDIC’s mission is to:
maintain stability and public confidence in the nation’s financial system by insuring
deposits, examining and supervising financial institutions for safety and soundness
and consumer protection, and managing receiverships.
In cooperation with other federal and state agencies, the FDIC promotes the safety and
soundness of insured depository institutions by identifying, monitoring and addressing risks to
the DIF. Commercial banks, savings banks and savings associations (known as “thrifts”) are
supervised by either the FDIC, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, or the Federal
Reserve Board. In addition, the FDIC, through administration of the Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) Resolution Fund (FRF), is responsible for the sale of remaining
assets and satisfaction of liabilities associated with the former FSLIC and the former Resolution
Trust Corporation (RTC). The DIF and the FRF are maintained separately by the FDIC to
support their respective mandates. 2
REL ATED LEGISL ATION AND U.S. CODE (U.S.C.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2

Banking Act of 1933
Banking Act of 1935
Federal Deposit Insurance Act of 1950
Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980
Financial Institution Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act (FIRREA) in 1989

More information on the FDIC is available online at http://fdic.gov/about/; last accessed June 5, 2012.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act (FDICIA) in 1991
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993
Riegle-Neal Interstate Banking and Branching Efficiency Act of 1994
Deposit Insurance Funds Act of 1996 (Funds Act)
The Federal Deposit Insurance Reform Act of 2005 and the Federal Deposit Insurance
Reform Conforming Amendments Act of 2005 (collectively, “the Reform Act”)
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (2010)
12 U.S.C. § 1811-1835a
SOURCES OF FIN ANCING

FDIC receives no Congressional appropriations. It is funded by insurance premiums on
deposits held by insured banks and savings associations and from interest on the investment of
those premiums in U.S. Government securities. FDIC has authority to borrow up to $100 billion
from the Treasury for insurance purposes. 3
SOURCE OF G AAP
FDIC primarily applies generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) issued by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). This practice is permitted by paragraph 9 of
Statement of Federal Financial Accounting Standards 34, The Hierarchy of Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles, Including the Application of Standards Issued by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board.

3

Source: 2012 U.S. Government Manual available online at
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collection.action?collectionCode=GOVMAN&browsePath=2012+Edition+%28Decemb
er%29%3BGOVMAN-2012-12-07%3Bthumbnails%5C%2Fgovman1112.jpg&isCollapsed=false&leafLevelBrowse=false&ycord=0 ; last accessed June 5, 2013.
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SIGNIFIC ANT FI N ANCI AL STATEM ENT ELEMENTS 4
Excerpt from FY 2012 FDIC Annual Report

4

Source: FDIC website -- http://www.fdic.gov/about/strategic/report/index.html last accessed on June 5, 2013.
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RELEVANT G AO REPORTS (LAST 5 YEARS)
•

Opportunities for Improvements in FDIC's Shared Loss Estimation Process (GAO-12752R, July 19, 2012)

•

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Funds' 2011 and 2010 Financial Statements
(GAO-12-416, Apr 19, 2012)

•

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE ACT Regulators’ Use of Systemic Risk Exception
Raises Moral Hazard Concerns and Opportunities Exist to Clarify the Provision (GAO10-100, April 15, 2010)

•

Assessment of Regulators' Use of Prompt Corrective Action Provisions and FDIC's New
Deposit Insurance System (GAO-07-242, February 15, 2007)

REL ATED DISCLOSURES IN CFR
Excerpt from 2012 CFR Note 18: Insurance and Guarantee Program Liabilities
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Excerpt from 2012 CFR Note 22: Contingencies
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PENSION BENEFIT INSURANCE
P EN S IO N B EN EF IT G UA R ANT Y CO R PO R AT IO N
WWW.PBGC.GOV

BRIEF SUMM ARY O F PROGR AM
The Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC or the Corporation) is a federal corporation
established under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) of 1974, as amended. It
guarantees payment of basic pension benefits earned by more than 42 million of America’s workers and
retirees participating in nearly 25,000 private-sector defined benefit pension plans. The Corporation
receives no funds from general tax revenues. Operations are financed by insurance premiums set by
Congress and paid by sponsors of defined benefit plans, investment income, assets from pension plans
trusteed by PBGC, and recoveries from the companies formerly responsible for the plans.

REL ATED LEGISL ATION AND U.S. CODE (U.S.C.)
1.
2.

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
The Pension Protection Act of 2006
SOURCES OF FIN ANCING

PBGC is not funded by general tax revenues. PBGC collects insurance premiums from
employers that sponsor insured pension plans, earns money from investments and receives
funds from pension plans it takes over.
SOURCE OF G AAP
PBGC primarily applies generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) issued by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). This practice is permitted by paragraph 9 of
Statement of Federal Financial Accounting Standards 34, The Hierarchy of Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles, Including the Application of Standards Issued by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board.
SIGNIFIC ANT FI N ANCI AL STATEM ENT ELEMENTS 5
Excerpts from FY 2013 PBGC Annual Report

5

Source: PBGC website -http://www.pbgc.gov/res/reports/ar2013.html?CID=CPAD07ACNOV1520131
Last accessed on November 25, 2013.
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PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY CORPORATION

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
For the Years Ended
(Dollars in millions)
___________________________________________________
_

September 30,
______2013

____2012

OPERATING ACTIVITIES:

For the Years Ended
September 30,
____201
____2013
2

For the Years Ended
September 30,
____2013

Premium receipts

$ 3,042

$ 2,079

$ 121

$ 92

$ 3,163

Interest and dividends received
Cash received from plans upon trusteeship
Receipts from sponsors/non-sponsors
Receipts from the missing participant program
Other receipts
Benefit payments – trusteed plans

2,310
24
(1)
7
0
(5,374)

2,122
126
114
7
1
(5,333)

61
0
0
0
0
0

58
0
0
0
0
0

2,371
24
(1)
7
0
(5,374)

(89)

(95)

(89)

0
(418)
(276)
(686)

0
(413)
(234)
(1,531)

0
(27)
(6)
60

0
(20)
(3)
32

0
(445)
(282)
(626)

Financial assistance payments
Settlements and judgments
Payments for administrative and other expenses
Accrued interest paid on securities purchased
Net cash provided (used) by operating activities (Note
15)
INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Proceeds from sales of investments
Payments for purchases of investments
Net change in investment of securities lending collateral
Net change in securities lending payable
Net cash provided (used) by investing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents, end of year

88,821

77,382

1,398

667

(87,614)

(77,090)

(1,409)

(679)

(103)

(1,162)

0

0

103
1,207
521
3,782
$ 4,303

1,162
292
(1,239)
5,021
$ 3,782

0

0
(12)
20
5
$ 25

(11)
49
25
$ 74

_2012

$
2,171
2,180
126
114
7
1
(5,333
)
(95)
0
(433)
(237)
(1,49
9)

78,049
(77,76
(89,023)
9)
(103) (1,162
)
1,162
103
280
1,196
570 (1,219)
5,026
3,807
$ 4,377 $ 3,807
90,219

The above cash flows are for trusteed plans and do not include non-trusteed plans. The accompanying notes are an
integral part of these financial statements

RELEVAN T G AO REPORTS (LAST 5 YEARS)
PRIVATE PENSIONS: Multiemployer Plans and PBGC Face Urgent Challenges
GAO-13-428T, Mar 5, 2013
PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY CORPORATION: Redesigned Premium Structure Could
Better Align Rates with Risk from Plan Sponsors
GAO-13-58, Nov 7, 2012
PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY CORPORATION: Asset Management Needs Better
Stewardship
GAO-11-271, Jun 30, 2011
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PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY CORPORATION: More Strategic Approach to Contracting
Still Needed
GAO-11-588, Jun 29, 2011
PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY CORPORATION: Improvements Needed to Strengthen
Governance Structure and Strategic Management
GAO-11-182T, Dec 1, 2010
PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY CORPORATION : Workers and Retirees Experience Delays
and Uncertainty when Underfunded Plans Are Terminated
GAO-10-181T, Oct 29, 2009
PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY CORPORATION: More Strategic Approach Needed for
Processing Complex Plans Prone to Delays and Overpayments
GAO-09-716, Aug 17, 2009
PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY CORPORATION: Financial Challenges Highlight Need for
Improved Governance and Management
GAO-09-702T, May 20, 2009

RELEVENT DISCLO SURES IN AFR
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NOTE 2: SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
BASIS OF PRESENTATION

The accompanying financial statements have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America (U.S. GAAP). The preparation of the financial
statements in conformity with U.S. GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions that
affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at
the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the
reporting period. Estimates and assumptions may change over time as new information is obtained or
subsequent developments occur. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
RECENT ACCOUNTING DEVELOPMENTS

During FY 2012, PBGC implemented FASB Accounting Standards update No. 2011-04, Fair Value
Measurement (Topic 820), Amendments to Achieve Common Fair Value Measurement and Disclosure
Requirements in
U.S. GAAP and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs). This Update includes disclosure
of the valuation techniques to price Level 3 fair value measurements, as well as disclosure of the
sensitivity of different inputs into the valuation process. In addition, PBGC implemented FASB
Accounting Standards Update No. 2011-03, Transfers and Servicing (Topic 860), Reconsideration of
Effective Control for Repurchase Agreements. This Update, effective in FY 2012, addresses the
rescission of financial reporting disclosure requirements to eliminate the collateral maintenance
implementation guidance. See Note 3 for disclosures of Repurchase Agreements.
VALUATION METHOD

A primary objective of PBGC’s financial statements is to provide information that is useful in assessing
PBGC’s present and future ability to ensure that its plan beneficiaries receive benefits when due.
Accordingly, PBGC values its financial assets at estimated fair value, consistent with the standards
for pension plans contained in the FASB Accounting Standards Codification Section 960, Defined
Benefit Pension Plans. PBGC values its liabilities for the present value of future benefits and present
value of nonrecoverable future financial assistance using assumptions derived from market-based (fair
value) annuity prices from insurance companies, as described in the Statement of Actuarial Opinion. As
described in Section 960, the assumptions are “those assumptions that are inherent in the estimated cost
at the (valuation) date to obtain a contract with an insurance company to provide participants with their
accumulated plan benefits.” Also, in accordance with Section 960, PBGC selects assumptions for
expected retirement ages and the cost of administrative expenses in accordance with its best estimate of
anticipated experience.
The FASB Accounting Standards Codification Section 820, Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures,
defines fair value, establishes a framework for measuring fair value in U.S. GAAP, and expands
disclosures about fair value measurements. Section 820 applies to accounting pronouncements that
require or permit fair value measurements…
PRESENT VALUE OF FUTURE BENEFITS (PVFB)

The PVFB is the estimated liability for future pension benefits that PBGC is or will be obligated to pay
the participants of trusteed plans and the net liability for plans pending termination and trusteeship. The
PVFB liability (including trusteed plans as well as plans pending termination and trusteeship) is stated as
the actuarial present value of estimated future benefits less the present value of estimated recoveries
from sponsors and members of their controlled group and the assets of plans pending termination and
15
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trusteeship as of the date of the financial statements. PBGC also includes the estimated liabilities
attributable to plans classified as probable terminations as a separate line item in the PVFB (net of
estimated recoveries and plan assets). PBGC uses assumptions to adjust the value of those future
payments to reflect the time value of money (by discounting) and the probability of payment (by means
of decrements, such as for death or retirement). PBGC also includes anticipated expenses to settle the
benefit obligation in the determination of the PVFB. PBGC’s benefit payments to participants reduce
the PVFB liability. The values of the PVFB are particularly sensitive to changes in underlying estimates
and assumptions. These estimates and assumptions could change and the impact of these changes may
be material to PBGC’s financial statements (see Note 6).
(1) Trusteed Plans – represents the present value of future benefit payments less the present value of
expected recoveries (for which a settlement agreement has not been reached with sponsors and members
of their controlled group) for plans that have terminated and been trusteed by PBGC prior to fiscal yearend. Assets are shown separately from liabilities for trusteed plans.
(2) Pending Termination and Trusteeship – represents the present value of future benefit payments less
the plans’ net assets (at fair value) anticipated to be received and the present value of expected recoveries
(for which a settlement agreement has not been reached with sponsors and members of their controlled
group) for plans for which termination action has been initiated and/or completed prior to fiscal yearend. Unlike trusteed plans, the liability for plans pending termination and trusteeship is shown net of
plan assets.
(3) Settlements and Judgments – represents estimated liabilities related to settled litigation.
(4) Net Claims for Probable Terminations – In accordance with the FASB Accounting Standards
Codification Section 450, Contingencies, PBGC recognizes net claims for probable terminations
which represent PBGC’s best estimate of the losses, net of plan assets, and the present value of
expected recoveries (from sponsors and members of their controlled group) for plans that are
likely to terminate in the future. The PBGC threshold for recognition of net claims for probable
termination is $50 million or more of underfunding. These estimated losses are based on conditions that
existed as of PBGC’s fiscal year-end.
Management believes it is likely that one or more events subsequent to PBGC’s fiscal year-end will
occur, confirming the loss. Criteria used for classifying a specific single-employer plan as a probable
termination include, but are not limited to, one or more of the following conditions: the plan sponsor is
in liquidation or comparable state insolvency proceeding with no known solvent controlled group
member; sponsor has filed or intends to file for distress plan termination and the criteria will likely be
met; or PBGC is considering the plan for involuntary termination. In addition, management takes into
account other economic events and factors in making judgments regarding the classification of a plan as
a probable termination. These events and factors may include, but are not limited to: the plan sponsor is
in bankruptcy or has indicated that a bankruptcy filing is imminent; the plan sponsor has stated that plan
termination is likely; the plan sponsor has received a going concern opinion from its independent
auditors; or the plan sponsor is in default under existing credit agreement(s). In addition, a reserve for
small unidentified probable losses and incurred but not reported (IBNR) claims is recorded based on an
actuarial loss development methodology (ratio method) (see Note 6).
(5) PBGC identifies certain plans as high-risk if the plan sponsor is in Chapter 11 proceedings or the
sponsor’s senior unsecured debt is rated CCC+/Caa1 or lower by S&P or Moody’s respectively. PBGC
specifically reviews each plan identified as high-risk and classifies those plans as probable if, based on
available evidence, PBGC concludes that plan termination is likely (based on criteria described in (4)
above). Otherwise, high-risk plans are classified as reasonably possible.
(6) In accordance with the FASB Accounting Standards Codification Section 450, PBGC’s exposure to
16
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losses from plans of companies that are classified as reasonably possible is disclosed in the footnotes. In
order for a plan sponsor to be specifically classified as reasonably possible, it must first have $5 million
or more of underfunding, as well as meet additional criteria. Criteria used for classifying a company as
reasonably possible include, but are not limited to, one or more of the following conditions: the plan
sponsor is in Chapter 11 reorganization; funding waiver pending or outstanding with the Internal
Revenue Service; sponsor missed minimum funding contribution; sponsor’s bond rating is belowinvestment-grade for Standard & Poor’s (BB+) or Moody’s (Ba1); or sponsor has no bond rating but the
Dun & Bradstreet Financial Stress Score is below the threshold considered to be investment grade (see
Note 9).

NOTE 6: PRESENT VALUE OF FUTURE BENEFITS
The PVFB is the estimated liability for future pension benefits that PBGC is or will be obligated to pay
for trusteed plans and plans pending termination and trusteeship. For financial statement purposes, the
net assets of plans pending termination and trusteeship (including estimated recoveries, assets, and
miscellaneous liabilities) are included in the line item “Plans Pending Termination and Trusteeship.”
The estimated losses on probable future plan terminations are also included in the PVFB. The PVFB
liability is stated at the actuarial present value of estimated future benefit payments.
For FY 2013, PBGC used a 20 year select interest factor of 3.25% followed by an ultimate factor of
3.32% for as long as benefits are to be paid. In FY 2012, PBGC used a 25-year select interest factor of
3.28% followed by an ultimate factor of 2.97% for the remaining years. These factors were determined
to be those needed (given the mortality assumptions), to continue to match the survey of annuity prices
provided by the American Council of Life Insurers (ACLI). Both the interest factor and the length of the
select period may vary to produce the best fit with these prices. The prices reflect rates at which, in
PBGC’s opinion, the liabilities (net of administrative expenses) could be settled in the market at
September 30, for the respective year, for single-premium nonparticipating group annuities issued by
private insurers. Many factors may affect these rates, including Federal Reserve policy, changing
expectations about longevity risk, and competitive market conditions.
For FY 2013, PBGC used the Retirement Plan-2000 Combined Healthy (RP-2000 CH) Male and Female
Tables, each set back one year and projected 24 years to 2024 using Scale AA. For September 30, 2012,
PBGC used the same table, set back one year and projected 22 years to 2022 using Scale AA. The
number of years that PBGC projects the mortality table reflects the number of years from the 2000 base
year of the table to the end of the fiscal year (13 years in FY 2013, 12 years in FY 2012) plus PBGC’s
calculated duration of its liabilities (11 years in FY 2013 and 10 years in FY 2012).
The ACLI survey of annuity prices, when combined with the mortality table, provides the basis
for determining the interest factors used in calculating the PVFB. The insurance company
prices, when combined with the stronger mortality table, results in a higher interest factor.
The expense reserve factor for administrative expenses beginning with the FY 2007 valuation is 1.37
percent plus additional reserves for cases in which plan asset determinations, participant database audits
and actuarial valuations were not yet complete. In addition to the completion of these milestones,
PBGC continues to base the reserve on case size, number of participants and time since trusteeship.
PBGC has in place a policy that allows the Corporation to not decrease a final benefit determination
that is overstated by $5 or less. The effect of this policy is carried through to the calculation of the
PVFB liability.
The present values of future benefits for trusteed multiemployer plans for FY 2013 and FY 2012 reflect
the payment of benefits and the changes in interest and mortality assumptions, expected interest and the
effect of experience.
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The resulting liability represents PBGC’s best estimate of the measure of anticipated experience under
these programs…

NOTE 9: REASONABLY POSSIBLE CONTINGENCIES
SINGLE-EMPLOYER PLANS

Single-employer plans sponsored by companies whose credit quality is below investment grade pose a
greater risk of being terminated. The estimated unfunded vested benefits exposure amounts disclosed
below represent PBGC’s estimates of the reasonably possible exposure to loss given the inherent
uncertainties about these plans. In rare circumstances for certain large companies, the reasonably
possible exposure calculation reflects the estimated unfunded guaranteed benefit determination rather
than the estimated unfunded vested benefit determination.
In accordance with the FASB Accounting Standards Codification Section 450, Contingencies, PBGC
classified a number of these companies as reasonably possible rather than probable terminations,
reflecting the sponsors’ financial condition and other factors did not indicate that termination of their
plans was likely. This classification was done based upon information about the companies as of
September 30, 2013…
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FA R M C R E D I T S Y S T E M
INSURANCE
FARM CREDIT SYSTEM INSURANCE CORPORATION
WWW.FCSIC.GOV
B R I E F S U M M A RY O F P R O G R A M

The Farm Credit System Insurance Corporation was established by the Agricultural Credit
Act of 1987 as an independent U.S. Government controlled corporation. The Corporation's
primary purpose is to ensure the timely payment of principal and interest on insured notes,
bonds, and other obligations issued on behalf of Farm Credit System banks. 6 The mission is
to: protect investors in insured Farm Credit System obligations and taxpayers through sound
administration of the Farm Credit Insurance Fund, exercise its authorities to minimize
Insurance Fund loss, and help ensure the future of a permanent system for delivery of credit to
agricultural borrowers.
The Farm Credit System Insurance Corporation (FCSIC) insures the timely payment of
principal and interest on the debt securities issued jointly by the five Farm Credit System Banks
(Systemwide Debt Securities). The Federal Farm Credit Banks Funding Corporation acts as
agent for the five banks in issuing and marketing the Systemwide Debt Securities to the public.
The Insurance Fund represents the Corporation’s equity, the difference between total assets
and total liabilities, including insurance obligations. The Insurance Fund is comprised of an
unallocated Insurance Fund, assets for which no specific use has been identified or
designated, and six allocated Insurance Reserves Accounts (AIRAs). There is one AIRA for
each of the five system banks and one account for the Financial Assistance Corporation (FAC)
stockholders.
Insurance premiums are assessed with the objective of maintaining the Secure Base
Amount (SBA), defined in the Farm Credit Act as 2 percent of aggregate insured obligations
reduced by 90 percent of Federally guaranteed loans and investments and 80 percent of State
guaranteed loans and investments, assuming the loans are in accrual status and the
investments are not permanently impaired. At yearend, any excess funds above the SBA are
transferred to the AIRAs and may be subsequently paid to the account holders. The current
AIRAs balance is recorded as part of the Insurance Fund and is available to satisfy insurance
obligations until the Corporation disburses payments to the account holders.
The Farm Credit Administration is the safety and soundness regulator responsible for the
examination, supervision, and regulation of each FCS institution. FCA is an independent
agency in the executive branch of the U.S. Government and derives its broad authorities from
the Farm Credit Act. These authorities include examination and enforcement authorities similar
to those of commercial bank regulators. The U.S. Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition,
6

More information on the FCIC is available online at http://www.fcsic.gov/index.html; last accessed May 21, 2013.
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and Forestry and the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Agriculture oversee
FCSIC, FCA, and the FCS.

“Protecting Investors in Agriculture and Rural America” 2011 Annual Report

R E L AT E D L E G I S L AT I O N A N D U . S . C O D E ( U . S . C . )
1.
2.
3.

Agricultural Credit Act of 1987
Farm Credit Act
55 FR 36610
SOURCES OF FINANCING

The Corporation operates with no appropriated funds. It collects insurance premiums from
each System bank that issues insured obligations. These premiums and the income from the
Corporation’s investment portfolio provide the funds necessary to fulfill its mission. Investors
provide the funds the System lends to agriculture and rural America. 7
SOURCE OF GAAP

FCSIC primarily applies generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) issued by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). This practice is permitted by paragraph 9 of
Statement of Federal Financial Accounting Standards 34, The Hierarchy of Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles, Including the Application of Standards Issued by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board.

7

Source: 2011 FCSIC Annual Report http://www.fcsic.gov/FCSIC%20Annual%20Reports.html last accessed May 21,
2013.
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S I G N I F I C A N T F I N A N C I AL S TAT E M E N T E L E M E N T S

Excerpts from FY 2012 FCSIC Annual Report 8

8

Source: FCSIC website -- http://www.fcsic.gov/index.html last accessed June 6, 2013.
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R E L E VA N T G A O R E P O R T S ( L A S T 5 Y E A R S )

None
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R E L E VA N T D I S C L O S U R E S I N A F R

Excerpts from FY 2012 FCSIC Annual Report 9

9

Source: FCSIC website -- http://www.fcsic.gov/index.html last accessed June 6, 2013.
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O V E R S E A S P R I VAT E I N V E S T M E N T
OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVEST MENT CO RPORATION (OPIC)
WWW.OPIC.GOV

BRIEF SUMM ARY O F PROGR AM
OPIC mobilizes private capital to help solve critical development challenges and in doing
so, advances U.S. foreign policy. Because OPIC works with the U.S. private sector, it helps
U.S. businesses gain footholds in emerging markets, catalyzing revenues, jobs and growth
opportunities both at home and abroad. OPIC achieves its mission by providing investors with
financing, guarantees, political risk insurance, and support for private equity investment funds.
Established as an agency of the U.S. Government in 1971, OPIC operates on a selfsustaining basis at no net cost to American taxpayers. OPIC services are available for new and
expanding business enterprises in more than 150 countries worldwide. To date, OPIC has
supported more than $200 billion of investment in over 4,000 projects, generated an estimated
$75 billion in U.S. exports and supported more than 277,000 American jobs. 10
Political Risk Insurance
Investing in emerging markets can be unpredictable, even for the most sophisticated
investors. While developing markets can offer great opportunity, they can also present a variety
of political risks beyond an investor’s control. Among them:
•

War, civil strife, coups and other acts of politically-motivated violence including terrorism

•

Expropriation, including abrogation, repudiation and/or impairment of contract and other
improper host government interference

•

Restrictions on the conversion and transfer of local-currency earnings

OPIC offers several types of political risk coverage: Currency Inconvertibility, Expropriation,
Political Violence and more targeted specialty products.
OPIC political risk insurance is available to U.S. citizens, U.S. firms, or to the foreign
subsidiaries of U.S. firms as long as the foreign subsidiary is at least 95%-owned by a U.S.
citizen. According to OPIC, such insurance is available for investments in new ventures or in
expansions of existing enterprises, and can cover equity investments, parent company and
third party loans and loan guarantees, technical assistance agreements, cross-border leases,
assigned inventory or equipment, and other forms of investment. This insurance covers three
broad areas of political risk: currency inconvertibility, expropriation, and political violence.
Currency inconvertibility coverage compensates investors if new currency restrictions are
imposed which prevent the conversion and transfer of remittances from insured investments,
but it does not protect against currency devaluation.

10

More information on the OPIC is available online at http://www.opic.gov/ ; last accessed May 29, 2013.
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Expropriation coverage protects U.S. firms against the nationalization, confiscation, or
expropriation of an enterprise, including actions by foreign governments that deprive an
investor of fundamental rights or financial interests in a project for a period of at least six
months. This coverage excludes losses that may arise from lawful regulatory or revenue
actions by a foreign government and actions instigated or provoked by the investor of foreign
firm.
Political violence coverage compensates U.S. citizens and firms for property and income
losses directly caused by various kinds of violence, including declared or undeclared wars,
hostile actions by national or international forces, civil war, revolution, insurrection, and civil
strife (including politically motivated terrorism and sabotage). Income loss insurance protects
the investor’s share of income from losses that result from damage to the insured property
caused by political violence. Assets coverage compensates U.S. citizens and firms for losses
of or damage to tangible property caused by political violence. OPIC also has a number of
special programs that protect U.S. banks from political violence. This type of insurance reduces
risks for banks and other institutional investors, which allows them to play a more active role in
financing projects in developing countries. Specialized types of insurance coverage also is
available for U.S. investors involved with certain contracting, exporting, licensing, or leasing
transactions that are undertaken in a developing country. 11
Coverage & Extent of Coverage
Coverage elections for most equity and shareholder debt investments are based on a
coverage ceiling and an active amount. The coverage ceiling represents the maximum
insurance available for the insured investment and future earnings under an insurance
contract. Premiums are calculated based on the active amount, which represents the insurance
actually in force during any contract period.
The active amount under all coverages must equal at least the book value of the insured
investment unless a lower coverage ceiling is elected. There is no charge for the difference
between the coverage ceiling and the active amount.
For most other investment types, premiums are computed based on a maximum insured
amount (MIA), a current insured amount (CIA) and a standby amount. The MIA represents the
maximum insurance available for the insured investment under an insurance contract. The CIA
represents the insurance actually in force during any contract period. The difference between
the MIA and CIA is the standby amount. Separate premiums are charged for CIA and standby
amounts. For loans, premiums are charged on the “covered amount,” the amount of disbursed
principal plus accrued interest less principal paid to date, and a standby fee is charged for
undisbursed principal.
OPIC insurance contracts generally require that premiums be paid annually in advance.
Insurance policies for equity coverage are available for up to 20-year terms. For loans, leases
and transactions covered by the contractors and exporters insurance product, the term is
generally equal to the duration of the underlying contract or agreement.

11

Source: CRS Report for Congress, 98-567 The Overseas Private Investment Corporation: Background and
Legislative Issues
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OPIC can insure up to 90 percent of an eligible investment. OPIC’s statute generally
requires that the investor bear at least 10 percent of the risk of loss. However, loans and capital
leases from financial institutions to unrelated third parties may be insured for 100 percent of
principal and interest.
For equity investments, OPIC typically issues insurance commitments equal to 270 percent
of the initial investment — 90 percent representing the original investment and 180 percent to
cover future earnings. Coverage amounts may be limited for investments in countries where
OPIC has a high portfolio concentration.
“OPIC’s insurance – combined with our financing options -- allows U.S.
businesses to take advantage of commercially attractive opportunities in
emerging markets, mitigating risk and helping them compete in a global
marketplace. OPIC insurance provides innovative, comprehensive, and costeffective risk-mitigation products to cover losses to tangible assets, investment
value, and earnings that result from political perils.” OPIC’s Website
www.opic.gov

REL ATED LEGISL ATION AND U.S. CODE (U.S.C.)
4.

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (P.L. 87-195) as amended

SOURCES OF FIN ANCING
Established as an agency of the U.S. Government in 1971, OPIC operates on a selfsustaining basis at no net cost to American taxpayers. While OPIC is fully self-sustaining from
its own revenues, Congress annually provides OPIC with the authority to cover its
administrative expenses and credit subsidy funding from its offsetting collections, which include
user fees and interest from U.S. Treasury securities. OPIC’s budget is composed of noncredit
and credit accounts, in conformity with the standards set out in the Federal Credit Reform Act
of 1990. The noncredit portion of OPIC’s budget relates to OPIC’s political risk insurance
program, while the credit portion is comprised of OPIC’s direct and guaranteed loans. OPIC
uses premium income and the interest it accrues from the assets in its noncredit account to
fund the direct and indirect expenses in its noncredit and credit accounts. OPIC has a net
negative budget authority, as its offsets to budget authority have been greater than its
appropriations. For more than thirty years, OPIC has regularly returned “surplus” funds to the
U.S. Treasury. Strictly speaking, OPIC’s net negative budget authority is not necessarily a
“surplus” for the agency. These funds represent a reserve fund against losses that OPIC may
accrue through its financing and insurance programs. The surplus may reflect revenues which
OPIC has earned (such as through the premiums, interest, and fees generated from OPIC’s
services), but for which OPIC has not received payment yet. The surplus also may reflect
expenses (such as financing, insurance, or investment commitments) that OPIC has incurred
but for which OPIC has not yet disbursed payment. The transfer of these funds to the Treasury
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essentially is a transaction in the accounting ledger between the Treasury and OPIC, rather
than a cash transfer of funds. 12
SOURCE OF G AAP
OPIC primarily applies generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) issued by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB). This practice is permitted by paragraph 9 of
Statement of Federal Financial Accounting Standards 34, The Hierarchy of Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles, Including the Application of Standards Issued by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board.

SIGNIFIC ANT FI N ANCI AL STATEM ENT ELEMENTS
Excerpt from FY 2012 OPIC Annual Report 13

12

Source: CRS Report for Congress, 98-567 The Overseas Private Investment Corporation: Background and
Legislative Issues
13
Source: OPIC website -- http://www.opic.gov/media-connections/annual-reports
last accessed on June 6, 2013.
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R E L E VA N T G A O R E P O R T S ( L A S T 5 Y E A R S )

No recent or relevant reports.
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D I S C L O S U R E S I N AF R

Excerpt from FY 2012 OPIC Annual Report 14

14

Source: OPIC website -- http://www.opic.gov/media-connections/annual-reports
last accessed on June 6, 2013.
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October 2013

FISCAL EXPOSURES
Improving Cost Recognition in the Federal Budget
Highlights of GAO-14-28, a report to the
Chairman, Committee on the Budget, House
of Representatives

Why GAO Did This Study

What GAO Found

The federal government’s long-term
fiscal imbalances are driven on the
spending side by the effects of an
aging population and rising health care
costs on Social Security and major
federal health programs. However,
GAO identified a variety of other fiscal
exposures—responsibilities, programs,
and activities that may legally commit
or create the expectation for future
federal spending—that vary as to
source, extent of the government's
legal commitment, and magnitude. A
more complete understanding of these
other fiscal exposures can help
policymakers anticipate changes in
future spending and enhance control
and oversight over federal resources.

Fiscal exposures may be explicit in that the federal government is legally
required to pay for the commitment; alternatively, it may be implicit in that the
exposure arises from expectations based on current policy or past practices. The
nine programs GAO examined illustrate the range of federal fiscal exposures
(see figure) and how they can change over time. Also, some programs may have
elements of both explicit and implicit exposure. Federal insurance programs, for
example, fall across the spectrum: if an event occurs, some payment is legally
required—an explicit exposure. However, there may be an expectation that the
government will provide assistance beyond the amount legally required—that is
an implicit exposure. Prior to 2008, securities issued by Fannie Mae or Freddie
Mac were explicitly not backed by the U.S. government. However, in response to
the financial crisis, the government’s agreement to provide temporary assistance
to cover their losses up to a set amount created a new explicit exposure. The
amount of future spending arising from federal fiscal exposures varies in the
degree to which it is known and can be measured.

GAO was asked to provide information
on risks facing the federal budget. This
report (1) examines selected programs
that create a fiscal exposure, including
the extent and estimated magnitude of
the government’s legal commitment;
and (2) assesses how fiscal exposures
could be better recognized in the
budget. Based on its review of budget
and financial data, GAO selected nine
programs, including federal employee
benefit programs, insurance programs,
and the stock purchase agreements
with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, and
drew upon previous work to discuss
potential approaches for improving
budgetary attention to fiscal exposures.

What GAO Recommends
GAO is not making new
recommendations but this analysis
provides additional support for past
recommendations to improve budget
recognition of fiscal exposures by, for
example, expanding the availability
and use of information on expected
future spending arising from
commitments made today.
View GAO-14-28. For more information,
contact Susan J. Irving at (202) 512-6806 or
irvings@gao.gov.

Figure: Selected Programs Illustrate the Range of Fiscal Exposures

For some exposures GAO found that the budget provided incomplete information
or potentially misleading signals regarding the full cost of the commitments made
today. A uniform across-the-board approach to make fiscal exposures more
apparent when making budget decisions may not be appropriate given their
varying characteristics. Several factors need to be taken into account in selecting
an approach to better recognize fiscal exposures in the budget: the extent of the
government’s legal commitment; the length of time until the resulting payment is
made; and the extent to which the magnitude of the exposure can be reasonably
estimated. Expanding the availability and use of supplemental information,
including measures that can signal significant changes in the magnitude of fiscal
exposures, would be an important first step to enhancing oversight over federal
resources and can aid in monitoring the financial condition of programs over the
longer term. Incorporating measures of the full cost into primary budget data
would provide enhanced control over future spending, which can help both
improve the nation’s fiscal condition and enhance budgetary flexibility.
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